Big Ears, Brown and those 48
questions Kate McCann refused
to answer
Various.

Madeline McCann!
Another story that I just don’t buy, least of all because the
paedophiles Prince Big Ears and Gordon ‘deadeye’ Brown are
involved.
Then there is the corruption with the Leicestershire police
top brass which points to links with freemasonry, of which,
Gerry McCann, Big Ears, and Bodger Brown are also all heavily
involved.
I know that Satanism is way beyond the scope of a lot of
peoples thinking range when it comes to the Royals and
Politicians.
Never the less, I am convinced both Big Ears and the equally

obnoxious Brown are both heavily into devil worship and child
sacrifice. Devil worship is of course synonymous with the
higher echelons of freemasonry.
Notably, the sacrifice of the first born child is common
practice in Satanism. David Icke talks at length about this
in his book the biggest secret.
Course, you needn’t take David’s word for it, as you will see
if you do a quick search of the subject via Google.
I am not saying that Madeline McCann was ritually sacrificed,
but neither would I rule it out.
You also have to wonder why, when being quizzed by detectives
Kate McCann refused to answer 48 out of the 49 questions that
she was asked.
My gut feeling is that the truth will come out in the none to
distant future as to how young Madeline was murdered. I say
murdered, because I am certain that the little girl is dead.
I also know how quick the McCanns are to sue people who link
them with their daughters disappearance. I would therefore
just like them to know that I couldn’t give a fuck.
I truly believe that the McCann’s know exactly what happened
to Madeline.
Talking of being sued. I’m still waiting for my letter Mr
Reid.

Gerry’s Tunnel Vision
Truth for Madeline
New Year’s Day 2012 kicked in with the gruesome news of the
body of a murdered woman found on Royal property at

Sandringham in Norfolk, England. The following day I overheard
a US television station reporting the story. The American
presenter was talking to a reporter in England and he asked
how this would affect the Royals. The response was the mindboggling, “Oh…well, the Royal Family will not come under
suspicion.”
This is incredible. Now excuse me, but if a murdered body was
found in your backyard, do you really think the police would
immediately rule you out of any suspicion? Does it mean that
the Royal Family are exempt from prosecution in homicide
cases? When did that law come to pass?
Haven’t we encountered a similar situation with the McCanns?
Weren’t the McCanns impervious from prosecution and surrounded
by similar blind-support of innocence?
The New Year’s Day story came at an appropriate time for Truth
for Madeleine. Late in 2011 an alleged, credible source in
British intelligence communicated information that would seem
to finally explain why the McCanns were given assistance from
the highest echelons of the Establishment.
For almost five years, followers of the Madeleine McCann
mystery have debated back and forth wondering why the British
Establishment stepped in to assist the Tapas 9 in a way never
seen before. There have been many missing British children.
There have been missing British children abroad. Many Brits
have found themselves in legal pickles abroad but they have
never had the red carpet treatment. Not, that is, until the
McCann Roadshow came along.
A vast array of former policemen spoke of the McCanns’
innocence without having full knowledge of the circumstances.
Murdoch owned newspapers like the Sun and the News of the
World fawned over Kate and Gerry. Private planes were brought
in to ferry the McCanns around like they were superstars.
Gerry was nominated for “Scot of the Year” and both he and his

wife were on first name terms with two successive British
Prime Ministers.
None of it made sense.
When the police file became public in the summer of 2008 we
learned that the Portuguese Police were far from the bungling
Keystone Cops they were made out to be. They were diligent,
thorough, and they were hampered because of an interfering
British Government. Evidence was withheld from the Portuguese.
A semen sample suddenly turned into a saliva sample after the
British Forensic Science Service looked at it. The samples
were, in turn, destroyed by the FSS so the investigators have
no chance of a second opinion. The McCanns’ financial and
medical details were withheld by British government
intervention. Bombshell testimony implicating Gerry McCann and
David Payne as potential paedophiles was deliberately withheld
from Portugal for about five months.
The investigation was never botched by Portugal. Moreover, it
was an investigation that was controlled and steered in one
direction from day one by the British Establishment. This has
never been in doubt as the Portuguese confirmed the presence
of MI6 throughout their enquiries in 2007 and 2008.
Forum debaters and amateur sleuths spent hours trying to
figure out what was so special about the McCanns. McCann
benefactors were scrutinized and their backgrounds explored in
an effort to find out why these child-neglecting parents were
being let off the hook so easily. There were obvious Freemason
connections,
pharmaceutical
connections,
paedophilia
connections and hundreds of other possible reasons why the
McCanns and their friends were not being investigated
properly.
Despite all this, one thing was certain: Gerry McCann had the
British Establishment over a barrel. He had some kind of
explosive information that was ensuring freedom for him and

his wife Kate. This information was so damning that it was to
create a gross miscarriage of justice.
Poor little Madeleine was forgotten. The case became a battle
against prosecution for Kate and Gerry.
The information received here at TFM is damning but credible.
It explains a lot about the case but it requires more study. I
can’t reveal the name or contact details of the source and the
reader will have to take it for what it is.
The gist of the bombshell information received here is this:
Gerry McCann is privy to information implicating the Royal
Family in the murder of Princess Diana. This was his leverage.
Let’s look at this chronologically:
Madeleine dies in the first week of May 2007. Reputations and
careers would be in tatters, not to mention jail terms for
child abuse and possibly murder.
Frantic phone calls and text messages are made back to England
and Gerry has his famous “tunnel vision” incident in the
church in Praia da Luz. Disclosed later in an interview with
Catholic Magazine “The Tablet”, the “tunnel” was his cryptic
reference to the Pont de l’Alma tunnel in Paris. Gerry said “I
had this mental image of being in a tunnel and instead of the
light at the end of the tunnel being extremely narrow and a
distant spot, the light opened up…That is when I really felt I
had a clear path.”
Gerry did have a clear path. A path that resulted in the
British Government assigning Clarence Mitchell to the case on
Monday, May 7, 2007.
Sir Tim Bell (now Lord Bell) offered one of his lackeys to
assist the McCanns for two weeks until Mitchell was ready to
go out to Portugal. This was a pressure time for the McCanns.
Daily interviews were taking place and Praia da Luz had become

an overnight media circus. In addition, the police were
conducting interviews with those present at the time of the
disappearance.
Assurances that the Establishment were taking the McCann
threat seriously were already coming in. British diplomats in
Portugal were being manipulated. Pro-Royal, Murdoch started to
spin pro-McCann stories on Sky and in his newspapers. Former
cops were drafted in as pro-McCann spin-doctors who blindly
asserted that Madeleine’s parents were innocent of anything.
By the time Mitchell arrived in Portugal three weeks after
Madeleine’s disappearance, Gerry needed assurances from the
Establishment that he was being taken seriously. To this end,
Prince Charles and Camilla made a press release that came out
of Clarence House on May 27, 2007. They were giving their full
support. The single sentence press release said
“The Prince of Wales and Duchess of Cornwall said they had
been following the case of missing Madeleine McCann “closely
and with deep concern” and “fervently hoped” she would be
reunited with her family.” Another indication of Royal
influence came from McCann in his blog when he wrote “The
rest of us attended mass which was very emotional as a priest
from RAF Lossiemouth was visiting and further prayers were
said for Madeleine.”
RAF Lossiemouth in Scotland is a significant location for
Prince Charles having been flown there as a boy when he
attended school at Gordonstoun which is just a mile from the
military base.
June was when the McCanns did the bulk of their Grand European
Tour and a plethora of Sirs and Lords appeared on the scene.
Sir Richard Branson, Sir Philip Green, Sir Tom Hunter, Sir
Christopher Meyer, Lord Stevens and not forgetting that Lord
Tim Bell had already given his support the previous month. The
connection between these people is that they were all endorsed

by the Royal Family. They were knighted by the Queen. While
the credentials of these people were discussed on the
Internet, everyone overlooked the fact that the benefactors
had all been honoured by the Royal Family.

Pictured: Gerry McCann making his speech at the Police Bravery
Awards attended by Prince Charles and Gordon Brown.
July proved a difficult month for the McCanns. Three of their
Tapas friends were reinterviewed in Portimão on Wednesday July
11, 2007. Gerry McCann returned to London the same day as a
guest of Gordon Brown and Prince Charles at the Police Bravery
Awards sponsored by the Sun Newspaper. Gerry tried to disguise
this because in his blog he didn’t mention who had invited him
and he entered the blog entry on Thursday July 12, 2007. The
event took place on the evening of July 11 – the previous
night. Gerry’s presence there was to meet with Brown and
Prince Charles. Note: Many websites have repeated this error
and reported Gerry’s presence in London as taking place on the
Thursday.
In early August, the British police took the cadaver dogs to
Portugal and arranged to search properties occupied by the
McCanns. This resulted in some incriminating finds that were
subsequently disclosed in the media in the first week of

September. This was a time of maximum heat for the McCanns.
Press coverage was at fever pitch and the case had turned on
its head. Now the McCanns were public enemy #1 and the
Establishment spin looked like it wasn’t working. Upon fleeing
Portugal on Sunday September 9, 2007, we saw signs of the
Establishment’s influence on British soil. Special Branch
escorted the McCanns home from East Midlands Airport and the
Masonic big gun lawyers enter the scene. Kingsley Napley had
represented General Pinochet and HRH Princess Michael of Kent.
The press speculated that Kingsley Napley’s Michael Caplan QC
was helping the McCanns because he was successful in defending
Pinochet against extradition to Spain although the real reason
was that they were ordered by the Establishment.
The heat didn’t die down in September. The McCanns feared
prosecution and they were looking for some monumental change
in direction. For all the power plays shown in the previous
four months, the Portuguese police were diligently carrying
out their homicide investigation. The damning witness
statements from the Gaspars had been deliberately delayed
[after ‘internal’ directives] and Portugal was still unaware
that McCann and Payne had been described as possible sexual
perverts by their doctor friends from Birmingham. The main
problem with the case from the McCanns’ point of view was
their adversary: Inspector Gonçalo Amaral.
While the McCanns were sweating out the summer of 2007,
something was developing in England: the Inquest on the death
of Princess Diana. The spotlight was about to turn on the
British Royal Family once again. Al Fayed and the Daily
Express was adamant that Diana had been murdered by the Royal
Family. The Inquest was set to start and the Royals could not
have Gerry McCann upset the apple cart. On October 1, Prince
Charles entered the fray once again. A press release claimed:
AN anonymous tip-off to the Prince of Wales has sent UK
police on an urgent hunt for a new suspect in the Madeleine
McCann case.

The email – sent via Prince Charles’ website – claimed a
disgruntled former employee of the Portuguese resort where
the toddler went missing, could be behind her disappearance.
It claimed Madeleine was abducted from the Praia da Luz
apartment in revenge against the complex’s owners.
It is understood police have confirmed the woman named in the
email did work at the resort when Madeleine was last seen 150
days ago. Royal aides have passed the email on to Scotland
Yard, which is now trying to trace the author.
A police source told London newspaper The News of the World:
“There have been hundreds of Madeleine theories, sightings
and tips sent into UK cops from members of the public. But
this one is different. “It’s incredibly detailed and so far,
from the inquiries being made in Portugal, it appears to be
based on factual events.”
Police believe that the tipster entrusted the information to
Prince Charles because he and wife Camilla came out in
support of Maddie’s parents Kate and Gerry.
In the biggest power play of the Establishment so far, their
next move demonstrated to Gerry just how far they could
operate. The British Establishment arranged for Gonçalo Amaral
to be sacked on the day the Inquest on the death of Princess
Diana commenced.
Unknown at the time, the public waited for months in
expectation of a result from the Forensic Science Service. It
never came. It was buried and destroyed. Once the
investigation was on British soil there was no way the
Establishment would allow the incriminating evidence to see
the light of day. Not until the public could see the police
file in the summer of 2008 would we realize that the FSS
participated in a monumental cover up. But then this was par
for the course. The same forces that manipulated the Princess
Diana evidence were at work here.

The McCanns were all smiles come April 2008. They were not
part of the rogatory interviews and instead of staying close
to home and Leicester, they set off for the European
Parliament on their pretendy Amber Alert campaign. The key
date here is April 7, 2008. This is the day that the Princess
Diana Inquest returned a verdict:
Diana and Dodi were unlawfully killed by the “grossly
negligent driving of the following vehicles and of the
Mercedes” adding that additional factors were “the impairment
of the judgment of the driver of the Mercedes through
alcohol” and “the death of the deceased was caused or
contributed to by the fact that the deceased was not wearing
a seat-belt, the fact that the Mercedes struck the pillar in
the Alma Tunnel, rather than colliding with something else.

Pictured:17-year old Alisa Dmitrijeva found
dead at Sandringham on New Year’s Day.
Beyond April 2008, the Royals were under no more significant
threat from Gerry. They had played their part in helping to
keep the McCanns from prosecution and the threat hanging over
their heads vanished once the Inquest returned that famous
verdict. It is sad but true that the power of the British
Establishment can cover up death as easy as it can take a
life.
Today, the dead girl found on the Sandringham Estate was
finally identified as 17-year old. Sadly, there will be little
help from the Royals. USA Today reported
Buckingham Palace has declined to comment saying it is a

matter for the police.
R.I.P. Alisa Dmitrijeva, Princess Diana, Madeleine McCann.

Prince Charles website names suspect in
Madeleine McCann case
McCann Archives

Prince Charles is involved in a dramatic intervention in the
Madeleine McCann case according to today’s News of the World.
An anonymous e-mail sent to the prince’s official website says
the three-year-old Madeleine was kidnapped from the Mark
Warner Ocean Club holiday resort in Portugal by a disgruntled
ex-employee.
The informant named a maid who was sacked from the apartment
complex in Praia da Luz and claimed she snatched the child in
a revenge plot.

http://theinternetforum.co.uk/node/2772

The 48 questions Kate McCann
wouldn’t answer – and the one
she did
(Click title for source site)

In order to highlight a key aspect of the
Madeleine McCann case, namely Dr Kate
McCann’s refusal to answer any one of 48
questions put to her by the Portuguese
Police on 7 September 2007. We need to
establish why would she hinder the
investigation so much by at such a
critical stage by staying silent and not
answering key questions which may or may

not of helped.
During eleven hours of interrogation,
Kate McCann refused to answer 48 specific
questions.
Madeleine’s mother, who was legally
represented in the interview, stayed
silent as police threw a series of loaded
questions at her that made clear they
thought
she
was
involved
in
her
daughter’s disappearance.
She answered only once – when accused of
harming the hunt for Madeleine by her
silence.
THE QUESTION SHE DID ANSWER
Q. Are you aware that in not answering
the questions you are jeopardising the
investigation, which seeks to discover
what happened to your daughter?
A.
’Yes,
if
that’s
investigation thinks.’

what

the

These are the questions she refused to
answer : But why?

1. On May 3 2007, around 22:00, when you
entered the apartment, what did you see?
What did you do? Where did you look? What
did you touch?
2.
Did you search inside the bedroom
wardrobe? (she replied that she wouldn’t
answer)
3. (shown 2 photographs of her bedroom
wardrobe) Can you describe its contents?
4. Why had the curtain behind the sofa
in front of the side window (whose photo
was shown to her) been tampered with? Did
somebody go behind that sofa?
5. How long did your search of the
apartment take after you detected your
daughter Madeleine’s disappearance?
6. Why did you say from the start that
Madeleine had been abducted?
7. Assuming Madeleine had been abducted,
why did you leave the twins home alone to
go to the ‘Tapas’ and raise the alarm?
Because the supposed abductor could still

be in the apartment.
8. Why didn’t you ask the twins, at that
moment, what had happened to their sister
or why didn’t you ask them later on?
9. When you raised the alarm at the
‘Tapas’ what exactly did you say and what
were your exact words?
10. What happened after you raised the
alarm in the ‘Tapas’?
11. Why did you go and warn your friends
instead of shouting from the verandah?
12. Who contacted the authorities?
13.

Who took place in the searches?

14.
Did anyone outside of the group
learn of Madeleine’s disappearance in
those following minutes?
15. Did any neighbour offer you help
after the disappearance?
16. What does ‘we let her down’ mean?
17.

Did Jane tell you that night that

she’d seen a man with a child?
18. How were the authorities contacted
and which police force was alerted?
19. During the searches, with the police
already there, where did you search for
Maddie, how and in what way?
20. Why did the twins not wake up during
that search or when they were taken
upstairs?
21. Who did
occurrence?

you

phone

after

the

22. Did you call Sky News?
23. Did you know the danger of calling
the media, because it could influence the
abductor?
24. Did you ask for a priest?
25. By what means did you divulge
Madeleine’s features, by photographs or
by any other means?
26. Is it true that during the searches

you remained seated
without moving?

on

Maddie’s

bed

27. What was your behaviour that night?
28. Did you manage to sleep?
29. Before travelling to Portugal did you
make any comment about a foreboding or a
bad feeling?
30. What was Madeleine’s behaviour like?
31. Did Maddie suffer from any illness or
take any medication?
32. What was Madeleine’s relationship
like with her brother and sister?
33. What was Madeleine’s relationship
like with her brother and sister, friends
and school mates?
34. As for your professional life, in how
many and which hospitals have you worked?
35. What is your medical specialty?
36. Have you ever done shift work in any
emergency services or other services?

37. Did you work every day?
38. At a certain
working, why?

point

you

stopped

39. Are the twins difficult to get to
sleep? Are they restless and does that
cause you uneasiness?
40.
Is it true that sometimes you
despaired with your children’s behaviour
and that left you feeling very uneasy?
41. Is it true that in England you even
considered handing over Madeleine’s
custody to a relative?
42. In England, did you medicate your
children? What type of medication?
43.
In the case files you were SHOWN
CANINE forensic testing films, where you
can see them marking due to detection of
the scent of human corpse and blood
traces, also human, and only human, as
well as all the comments of the
technician in charge of them. After
watching and after the marking of the

scent of corpse in your bedroom beside
the wardrobe and behind the sofa, pushed
up against the sofa wall, did you say you
couldn’t explain any more than you
already had?
44.
When the sniffer dog also marked
human blood behind the sofa, did you say
you couldn’t explain any more than you
already had?
45.
When the sniffer dog marked the
scent of corpse coming from the vehicle
you
hired
a
month
after
the
disappearance, did you say you couldn’t
explain any more than you already had?
46. When human blood was marked in the
boot of the vehicle, did you say you
couldn’t explain any more than you
already had?
47.
When confronted with the results of
Maddie’s DNA, whose analysis was carried
out in a British laboratory, collected
from behind the sofa and the boot of the
vehicle, did you say you couldn’t explain
any more than you already had?

48.
Did you have any responsibility or
intervention
in
your
daughter’s
disappearance?
A QUESTION SHE DID ANSWER
Q. Are you aware that in not answering
the questions you are jeopardising the
investigation, which seeks to discover
what happened to your daughter?
A.
’Yes,
if
that’s
investigation thinks.’

what

the

